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Abstract—Email tracking is an essential way to manage the recipients’ responses especially in marketing and customer relationship management (CRM). However, the usage of email tracking beacons for monitoring purposes has brought the negative impacts to the security and privacy issues. This paper reveals the working flow of email tracking beacons and discuss the issues regarding to the usage of email beacons. Besides, some of the existing solutions have been reviewed to prevent the email user from being tracked by the email sender. This paper also proposed an alternative solution for tracking email responses without using the email tracking beacon.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Before the email was born, people were using the paper letters as the main communication tool. The message in the envelope did not have a guarantee in reaching the recipients as the letter may damage in the transportation. The sender had to wait for the reply letter from the recipient to confirm that the message has been successfully delivered.

In 1971, the electronic mail (E-Mail) has been introduced by Ray Tomlinson through his innovative email software named the SNDMSG [1]. The symbol “@” has been used in email address to separate the recipient’s name and the location. The “user@host” standard has been used as the format of email address until now.

Email has provided the convenience of sending and receiving messages for replacing traditional letters method. The message deliverability has a better guarantee in ensuring the message delivery. In 2015, there are more than 2 million of users with 16 billion of emails in transaction [2]. In April 2018, this statistic has been increased with 4.1 billion email accounts and 2.5 billion of email users worldwide [3].

Although we have an email, the email sender still has to wait for the reply email from the recipient to confirm the message has been delivered. There are some situations where the recipient has read the email but did not give any response to the sender. Therefore, the email tracking method is used to know when the user has opened the email.

Figure 1 shows the general email tracking procedure using the manual method. Some company has started the business from the smaller platform, such as Facebook Marketplace. The instant messaging services like WhatsApp and Facebook Messenger came in handy when dealing with the customers. However, when the business scale has increased to a larger platform, the email is still a better conversation tool when dealing with large number of customers and suppliers.

On the other hand, the instant messaging services has provided the tracking function like the “double-blue-ticks” which indicates the recipient has read the message. Nonetheless, most email services did not provide the indicator for the updates of email status. Therefore, some third parties’ application or plug-ins have provided the convenience for tracking recipient’s responses. The most common method used by the email tracking tool is using the email tracking beacon [4]. Email tracking has never been easier today thanks to the existence of tracking beacon, and there were 40.6% out of 1.5 billion of emails have been tracked. According to the email tracking report which was released in June 2017 [4], the percentage of conversational email tracking was up to 35%, while the subscription type emails was 85%.

The usage of email beacon has become the essential item in email tracking where the sender will be notified when the recipient has opened the email. However, the email beacon has raised some issues regarding to the privacy and security. Besides, the uses of email beacon may reduce the message deliverability rate.

Next section will explain the working logics of the email beacons and some issues regarding its usage. Then, this paper reviews the existing solutions technically. This paper also proposes an alternative solution without using email tracking beacon to trace user email.
II. EMAIL TRACKING BEACON

The email tracking beacon is a very tiny pixel image, also known as the invisible image or tracking pixel. The email beacon will not be visible by the user or recipients in most cases. The email beacon can be viewed when translating the email into its original HTML text file format. The main usage is to allow the sender to know when the recipient has opened the email.

The general email tracking working flow is shown in the Figure 2. There are total of three main components which are the sender’s email server, recipient’s email server and tracking system server [3]. The sender’s and recipient’s email servers are depending to the email services which they have subscribed to, such as Google Gmail and Microsoft Outlook. Despite the fact that there are some companies are using their own email servers.

The tracking system server can be provided by the third party services or the sender’s own server. When the sender sends an email, an embedded email tracking beacon is included into the email content and sent to the recipient’s email server through the internet.

When the recipient clicked to open the email, the email beacon is downloaded into the user’s computer. The user information such as opening time and location are logged, then sent to the tracking system server for analysis. The email sender will receive the notification from the tracking system.

The tracking system server will analyze the logged recipient’s data and submit a report to the original email sender. The sender can use a dashboard provided by the email tracking services to view and monitor the recipients’ responses.

There are three common types of email beacon which are used frequently, small pixel GIF file (1x1 pixels); invisible image embedded with recipient’s metadata; URL links embedded with recipient’s metadata.

The founder of Digital Inspiration has shown one of the example of email tracking beacon which used the Google Analytics as the tracking system service [5]. This technique uses the combination of Google Apps Script and Google Analytics.

```javascript
function getTrackingGIF(account, email, subject) {
    var imgURL = "https://ssl.google-analytics.com/collect?" + "v=1&l=event" + "&tid=" + account + "&t=event" + Math.round(new Date().getTime() / 1000).toString() + "&cid=" + Utilities.getUserID() + "&c=encodeURIComponent("Email Open")" + "&a=encodeURIComponent(subject.replace('/',""))" + "&oe=" + encodeURIComponent(email);
    return "<img src="" + imgURL + "" width='1' height='1'/"">;
}
```

The scripts as shown in Figure 3 is used to create an email tracking beacon for tracking in Google Analytics. The user has to provide the Google Analytics account identification number, recipient’s email address and original email subject into this function. The function will return an email tracking beacon in the form of 1x1 pixel GIF file.

The user will use the Google Analytics as the dashboard for viewing the status. The recipient’s location and the time which email is opened are logged into the dashboard.

Next section will discuss the privacy concern issues which has been raised by the usage of email beacons and its disadvantages.

III. PRIVACY CONCERN ISSUES AND DISADVANTAGES

The uses of email tracking beacon have raised the privacy concern as it collects the recipient’s metadata through association with email activity, without awareness or approval from the user. In other words, the tracking beacon can be known as a surveillance [3]. The email tracking has becoming an invasion of the user’s privacy when the email recipients has been tracked through devices, applications and locations instead of web tracking in traditional marketing strategies [10].

The tracking details can be as detailed as when and where the recipient opened the email. For example, the tracking report can show that the recipient has opened the email on Wednesday, 29th September 2019 in Canada using a MacBook [8].

According to [6], there are about 30% from the emails which used the email tracking beacon services showed the recipient's email address when third parties reviewed it. The further leak may happen when the recipient’s click on the email links in the email body.

The information leakage can indirectly lead to phishing email attack. The attackers are able to impersonate the original email sender to deceive the email recipients in providing personal information and credentials for accessing private accounts or bank accounts [13]. The usage of email beacons can lead to serious financial loss indirectly.

For example, in [7] one of the respondent has encountered that his email is being tracked when he receives
a call from the email sender a few minutes he after clicked on the email. The results in [7] shows that most email recipients did not know that their activities are being monitored, unless they knew the existence of email beacon in the email content. Cooper Quintin, a privacy advocate in the Electronic Frontier Foundation has defined that the email tracking is definitely a privacy concern.

Another example, the Bananatag, is working as an email tracking service which embedded a 1x1 pixel invisible image in the email and hosted in their server [9]. The cost of using the email tracking service can cost up to $35 per month according to the number of tracked emails.

Some email tracking services like Mailtrack.io and Yet Another Mail Merge has provided the free versions of their services. However, in most cases “If you are not paying for the product, then you are the product” concept has been applied [12]. There is no guaranteed that the data of sender or recipient are well protected in the third party servers, as they need funds from advertisements to maintain the free services.

More importantly, the email tracking beacon may collect users’ information which more than just email addresses. The email tracking beacon method provided by [5] also collects the user’s location when he or she opens the email.

The Acxiom, Conversant Media, LiveliIntent, Neustar, and Litmus Software have been classified as the top five organizations which receives the leaked email addresses [16]. There is one technique named the canvas fingerprinting, which uses the tracking beacon to track user’s web history through subscription emails [19]. The marketers also use the cookie syncing which shares the discovered information.

The usage of email tracking beacon can cause the email being rejected by the email recipients. As the privacy issue about email tracking beacon has been raised, hence some company email servers has embedded the algorithm into the server to filter out the email with suspicious embedded image or URL links. The firewalls of the company email server will block all suspicious contents, even the contents might be valuable to the recipients [11]. In short, the message deliverability will be reduced as most tracked emails are being blocked was 85% [4].

In some cases, the email tracking beacon did not guarantee that the email has reached the right person for intended purpose. For example, some company has installed the automation in redirecting emails to the correct department based on the email subject. The email tracking beacon did not guarantee the correct tracking status as most email tracking services did not consider forwarded emails into account [11]. The tracking report might not be accurate if the company has used a different email address for replying the sender’s message.

Moreover, when sending a group email which has multiple recipients in a single email, the tracking report normally will only show the number of emails which has been opened. However, the tracking system might not show which recipients has opened the email.

Besides, not all the tracking reports are reliable. For example, the report showed that a recipient has opened the email somewhere in United States. However, the recipient is currently in Singapore. This shows that the email may opened by the recipient’s email service provider or company server, which is located in the United States for virus checking purposes. In result, the sender might think that the recipient has away for a trip to United States, which the fact is not.

The small pixel GIF type of email tracking beacon requires the image loading features to be turned on in the recipient’s email settings in order to execute its functions in tracking. Some users have disabled the image auto loading function due to limited internet bandwidth (slow connection) and privacy concerns. Hence the sender will not receive any reports if the image does not load automatically and the HTML request is not generated to the email tracking system server.

Next section will discuss about the existing solutions to prevent from being tracked by the email beacon.

IV. EXISTING SOLUTION FROM BEING TRACKED

Before mentioning the methods of preventing from being tracked, users should know how to check manually whether the incoming email is tracked by third party applications. Google Gmail has provided the “show original” option which shows the HTML view of the email. If there are other “.com” domains except the sender’s domain, the email has a high possibility being tracked by email tracking services [20].

There are some solutions which have been applied to reduce the possibility of email from being tracked. A research has been done by Steven Englehardt in surveying 16 email clients to identify the behavior of the email providers and the clients [6]. The research has found five possible email beacon tracking technique which are, content proxy; HTML filtering; blocking cookies; blocking referrer; blocking request. These techniques can be applied by three parties which are the email server, the user agent of email and web.

Besides, there is a simpler way which is suggested in the New York Times article, which is adjusting the email settings [9]. One of the type of email beacon is by using the small pixel GIF file, or known as the invisible image. The email users can disable the image rendering in the email settings [9]. When the image is blocked from loading, the embedded link in the GIF file will not work automatically.

The email users who does not use much images in the email conversation can consider to use the plain text email services. The plain text emails will not load any hidden URLs like the HTML emails which may embedded with hidden functions [17]. Some people tends to believe that nothing will happen if he or she did not click anything in the email, but the tracking beacon activity is loaded without awareness of users. Plain text emails are safe from embedded links or images and provide an exact plain words as it arrives [18].

The email tracking beacon can be detected through the phishing email detection applications as the embedded image is considered as an attachment in HTML format. A research paper has proposed a technique which uses the
hybrid features to detect the phishing emails [13]. The effectiveness of the technique has proved the accuracy up to 97.25% within the 1000 email, which contains equal numbers of phishing and legitimate emails.

The email users are encouraged not to click on any links in the email content before they have confirmed that the link is safe from tracking. Google Gmail will request for user’s permission before loading images in the email. The users can decline the permission to prevent the tracking beacon from being loaded while reading the email [19].

There are some Google Extensions which are able to identify and block incoming emails with tracking beacon for the Google Chrome users such as Block Email Trackers and Ugly Email.

Besides, the iOS device users can disable the “load remote images” option in the default Mail application settings menu [19].

The PixelBlock is a Google Extension which currently has 88,395 of Gmail users in the Google Chrome Web Store. Other extensions such as the Ugly Email will indicate that the email is being tracked, but the service did not stop the tracking process. The PixelBlock will identify and block the tracking pixel, which allows users to view email safely [21].

V. ALTERNATIVE SOLUTION

In this section, we will discuss another possible solution to track and monitor recipient emails without using email tracking beacon. The proposed solution is to use the assumptions for defining the script logics where the email status is identified from the sender’s inbox. The defined script logics can be applied through Google Apps Script or JavaScript applications without connecting to third party services or servers for identification. This method is designed to identify the four types of email status which are sent, bounced, replied and out of office.

**Sent:** When the email is successfully sent from the sender’s inbox, the email status is considered as “Sent” as long as the email is not found as “Bounced” status.

**Bounced:** When the email could not reach the recipient, either the email address is invalid or the email has been rejected by the recipient’s email server, the email status is considered as “Bounced”.

**Replied:** The email status is considered as “Replied” when a new incoming email is found in the same email thread, with the same email subject as the original email from the recipient.

**Out of Office:** Out of office notification email is received when the recipient is not actively reading the inbox. The out of office email is not located in the same email thread as the original email. The characteristics of the out of office email are, the email is located in the inbox, but in a different thread as the original email; the email subject contains one of the possible out of office subjects as shown in Figure 5; the email subject contains the original email subject; the sender is the email recipient.

Fig. 4. Bounced mailer

Figure 4 shows the bounced notification email sender from both Microsoft Outlook and Google Gmail. The bounced notification email is located in the same email thread with the original email. When the recipient’s email address is found in the body content of the email sent by the bounced mailer, the email status is considered as “Bounced”.

**Replied:** The email status is considered as “Replied” when a new incoming email is found in the same email thread, with the same email subject as the original email from the recipient.

**Out of Office:** Out of office notification email is received when the recipient is not actively reading the inbox. The out of office email is not located in the same email thread as the original email. The characteristics of the out of office email are, the email is located in the inbox, but in a different thread as the original email; the email subject contains one of the possible out of office subjects as shown in Figure 5; the email subject contains the original email subject; the sender is the email recipient.

![Possible out of office subjects](image)

Through this designated track email responses, the email tracking beacon is no longer needed. It means, the email tracking process becomes more secure and maintain the recipient privacy. As we can see in Figure 1, all the tracking and monitoring processes were done manually where it takes more man working hours to handle this. Via this new designated track email responses, all processes in Figure 1 will be fully automated. We believe, with full automation, the man working hours to monitor and track the emails will reduce significantly. All these processes can be depicted as in Figure 6.

![The Proposed Email Tracking and Monitoring Framework](image)
VI. CONCLUSION

Tracking beacons collects recipient’s email metadata without the awareness of user, which can be considered as a surveillance. The privacy and security issue has been raised as email tracking beacons are commonly used in most email tracking services. There are three commonly used tracking beacons which are the small pixel GIF file, invisible image and URL links embedded with recipient’s email metadata. The possible ways from being tracked by the email beacons also discussed in this paper. Then, this paper proposes a new framework to track and monitor email without embedding any email tracking beacons. This proposed framework is believed has minimum security and privacy issues. Importantly, we also assume that this framework can reduce the man working hours to track and monitor email manually by making this process fully automated.
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